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There are a number of exciting trends consumer analysts and trend spotters are reporting for
2013. Most are technology focused and driven by the accessibility and use of smartphones.
Keep on reading and you will see how some of the key trends in 2013 will apply to the
Australian and New Zealand fitness industry.

Cashless

Pay-

Consumers are becoming increasingly accepting of mobile
and cashless payments. A PayPass chip inserted into
Australian MasterCards, allows
consumers to swipe their card against
a reader to pay for purchases. Within
the fitness industry you will see cashless
payments increase in clubs. Members will use
		
their membership card with an RFID chip, or a
sticker on their mobile phone, or a mobile phone
fitted with an RFID chip. The RFID chip will allow
them to enter the club, as well pay for drinks,
towels and personal training sessions. They will use
a vending machine or make their purchase over the
counter.

Mobile Sales Tools
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More businesses are investing in mobile sales tools, allowing their salesperson to close a
sale on the go. These tools might be iPhones or more likely iPads with larger screens. Sales
people access the membership software through an app. They can look up member details or
use the app to sign up a
new member
anywhere,
anytime. The
iconnect360
membership
management software
offers a mobile sales app for
iPhones and iPads that is widely
used by clients to sign up new members.

iconnect360
membership management in the cloud

Smart Phones
Become Mobile Wallets
Mobile phones are becoming surrogate
wallets and not just for payments. If you are
like me you also carry around membership
cards, store cards, receipts and sometimes
boarding passes. These cards and bits of
paper are being assimilated into smart
phones through specific apps like Passbook.
More commonly companies are scanning
barcodes from the screen of the phone
that have come to the consumer in the
form of emails offering special
discounts, or PDF documents with
boarding pass information.

Smartphone ‘scan
to buy’ From Offline
Media
Companies are using QR codes on
emails, posters, bus stops, as well
as embedded RFID chips, to transfer
information quickly and conveniently.
Have you ordered a pizza by scanning
your smart phone over a poster or
ordered your groceries by standing at
the front of the supermarket and
scanning your chosen product using
your smart phone? If you haven’t
these innovations should become
common place in 2013. For fitness clubs
the opportunities are many. You could
put up QR codes in your club to allow
members to scan and download the
latest group fitness timetable. You could
embed an RFID chip into a poster advertising
your personal training packages. If a member
wanted to purchase it all they would need
to do is to scan the chip in the poster.
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Perhaps you or one of your friends has
started to take photos of membership
cards, gift cards, health care cards etc
and storing them in a special section
in your camera roll in a smart phone.
You will see your members using their
smart phones as mobile wallets for
more than just cashless payments. Don’t
be surprised if your members start
presenting their mobile phone with an
image of their membership card to you
instead of their actual card.

Custowners
Customers are the new owners
according to trendwatching.com. Mass
crowdfunding platforms like kickstarter
allows start-ups, or entrepreneurs to
seek funding for a range of different
ideas, products etc. This concept
has been pushed further by some
businesses who have issued bonds
to their customers. Instead of going
to venture capitalists they have asked
their customers to invest in their
business. Probably not a new idea
for clubs to seek funds for expansion
however I don’t know about you but I
haven’t heard of one selling bonds to
their members to raise funds. Might be
something to consider next time you
want to expand your club.
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Nanny Apps
These are apps that have been developed
to allow users to look after their health
or well-being. Many apps have been
developed specifically to monitor health
and diet however these apps go a step
further. For example GymPact rewards
users with money when they achieve
their exercise goals and fines other users
for not achieving their goals. The NHS in
the UK offers a nanny app called Drinks
Tracker. This app helps users track their
alcohol consumption. The NHS discovered
that 25% of users of this app visited their
doctors less frequently than non-app users.
Would your members use a Nanny app to
mind their health or fitness?
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Juice Jitters
The demand power (juice) is increasing and the price for power is
also increasing. Not everyone has equal access to power and some
consumers actually suffer from periods of power outages when
supply doesn’t keep up with demand. You have probably heard of
pedal powered cinemas or pedal powered charging stations.
Why not harness the energy used in spin classes, on treadmills and
other fitness equipment? Here is an opportunity for the fitness
industry to send this power back to the grid to decrease energy
costs, and run a greener, more energy efficient club.

This fitness industry trend report for 2013 is part of the Australian and New Zealand Fitness
Industry Survey for 2013. The survey focuses on members and clubs and is the biggest of its
kind in Australia and New Zealand.
To freely download previous surveys, or to register your interest to participate in the survey
this year visit http://www.ezypay.com/fitness-industry-survey/.

